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Which house(s) in your natal chart will transit Jupiter in
Gemini tour?

What parts of life do these houses rule?

Notes: If you're using Whole Sign houses, Jupiter in Gemini will tour one house, the house

that falls in Gemini. If you use a different house system, Jupiter in Gemini will mostly likely

tour 2 houses (look for the house cusp that is in Gemini and it'll be in that house at some

point, and start in the house BEFORE). If you have no house cusps in Gemini, Jupiter in

Gemini will tour the house that has Taurus on the house cusp.
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What is the potential impact on you?
*see lesson 3 of the e-textbook

Keep the energy of Jupiter in mind:
expansive
opportunities
new experiences
exploration
higher learning
big thinking
optimism
big picture
beliefs



What potentially negative developments could occur related to Jupiter touring your natal
houses? How could potential laziness and indulgence lead to issues?

How can you prepare for that?
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What potentially positive developments could occur related to Jupiter touring your natal houses?

How do you feel thinking about these things happening?

How can you prepare now to make these happen?

05



06

Pick one or two of the positive developments possible and list the steps you need to take in order to make
them happen. Remember Jupiter is in Gemini for a year, and you can focus on your goal(s) for the next

year. Plan:

STEP 01

STEP 02

STEP 03

STEP 04

STEP 05

STEP 06

STEP 07

STEP 08

STEP 09

STEP 10



1st house rules the self and new beginnings
2nd house rules money, values, stability, security
3rd house rules communication, community, neighborhood, the mind, short
travel, learning
4th house rules the home, family, emotions, and internal foundation
5th house rules who and what you love, romance, children, hobbies,
creativity, and attention
6th house rules work, daily life, health, habits, routine, structure, order, and
pets
7th house rules the people in your life, relationships, commitments,
compromise, fairness, justice, balance
8th house rules money involving other people, transformations, what you
hold deep inside, intimacy
9th house rules higher learning, long travel, writing, teaching, speaking,
marketing, expansion
10th house rules goals, ambitions, life path, responsibilities, authority figures
11th house rules friends, groups, hopes, dreams, the future, change,
individuality, innovation
12th house rules what's hidden, the subconscious, endings, karma, intuition,
spirituality

Note on the houses:
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What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to your natal
Sun?

Which house in your natal chart does your Sun reside?

Which house(s) in your natal chart does your Sun rule?

Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile (Taurus &
Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries & Leo), square (Virgo &
Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio & Capricorn; you can use them like
squares and oppositions), and opposition (Sagittarius). The house(s) your natal Sun rules is
the house that has Leo on the cusp. If none of your houses have Leo on the cusp, your Sun is
co-ruler of the house that has Cancer on the cusp.

the sun
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to your Sun?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

*The Sun rules the true
self, physical body, and
can focus on new
ventures.

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what the Sun rules, the house it resides in,
and the house(s) in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Sun?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Sun and brainstorm how you
can make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04
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What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to your natal
Moon?

Which house in your natal chart does your Moon
reside?

Which house(s) in your natal chart does your Moon
rule?

Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile (Taurus &
Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries & Leo), square (Virgo &
Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio & Capricorn; you can use them like
squares and oppositions), and opposition (Sagittarius).  The house(s) your natal Moon rules
is the house that has Cancer on the cusp. If none of your houses have Cancer on the cusp,
your Moon is co-ruler of the house that has Gemini on the cusp.

the moon
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to your Moon?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

*The Moon rules your
emotional self, emotional
needs, the home and family,
and your core.

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what the Moon rules, the house it resides in,
and the house(s) in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting your natal
Moon?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Moon and brainstorm how
you can make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04
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What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to your natal
Mercury?

Which house in your natal chart does your Mercury
reside?

Which house(s) in your natal chart does your Mercury
rule?

Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile (Taurus &
Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries & Leo), square (Virgo &
Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio & Capricorn; you can use them like
squares and oppositions), and opposition (Sagittarius). If none of your houses have Gemini
on the cusp, your Mercury is co-ruler of the house that has Taurus on the cusp; if Virgo is
missing, Mercury co-rules the Leo house cusp.

mercury
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to your Mercury?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

*Mercury rules your mind,
communication, focus, ideas,
learning, your community,
and short travel. 

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what the Mercury rules, the house it resides
in, and the house(s) in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting your natal
Mercury?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Mercury and brainstorm how
you can make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04
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What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to your natal
Venus?

Which house in your natal chart does your Venus
reside?

Which house(s) in your natal chart does your Venus
rule?

Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile (Taurus &
Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries & Leo), square (Virgo &
Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio & Capricorn; you can use them like
squares and oppositions), and opposition (Sagittarius). The house(s) your natal Venus rules
are the houses that have Taurus and Libra on the cusp. If none of your houses have Taurus on
the cusp, your Venus is co-ruler of the house that has Aries on the cusp; if Libra is missing,
Venus co-rules the Virgo house cusp.

venus
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to your Venus?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

*Venus rules your
relationships, other people,
compromise, peace,
grounding, stability, & the
senses.

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what the Venus rules, the house it resides in,
and the house(s) in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting your natal
Venus?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Venus and brainstorm how
you can make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04
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What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to your natal
Mars?

Which house in your natal chart does your Mars reside?

Which house(s) in your natal chart does your Mars
rule?

Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile (Taurus &
Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries & Leo), square (Virgo &
Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio & Capricorn; you can use them like
squares and oppositions), and opposition (Sagittarius). The house(s) your natal Mars rules is
the house that has Aries on the cusp. If none of your houses have Aries on the cusp, your
Mars is co-ruler of the house that has Pisces on the cusp.

mars
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to your Mars?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

*Mars rules your energy and
drive, motivation, taking
initiative, leading, and
fighting.

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what the Mars rules, the house it resides in,
and the house(s) in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Mars?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Mars and brainstorm how you
can make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04
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What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to your natal
Ceres?

Which house in your natal chart does your Ceres
reside?

Which house(s) in your natal chart does your Ceres
rule?

Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile
(Taurus & Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries &
Leo), square (Virgo & Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio &
Capricorn; you can use them like squares and oppositions), and opposition
(Sagittarius). Ceres is argued to rule Taurus, so the house(s) your natal Ceres
rules is the house that has Taurus on the cusp. If none of your houses have
Taurus on the cusp, your Ceres is co-ruler of the house that has Aries on the
cusp.

ceres
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to your Ceres?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

*Ceres rules nourishment,
support (get and give),
resources, and money. 

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what the Ceres rules, the house it resides in,
and the house(s) in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Ceres?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Ceres and brainstorm how you
can make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04
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What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to your natal
Jupiter?

Which house in your natal chart does your Jupiter
reside?

Which house(s) in your natal chart does your Jupiter
rule?

Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile
(Taurus & Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries &
Leo), square (Virgo & Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio &
Capricorn; you can use them like squares and oppositions), and opposition
(Sagittarius). Jupiter is the ruler of Sagittarius so the house(s) your natal Jupiter
rules is the house that has Sagittarius on the cusp. If none of your houses have
Sagittarius on the cusp, your Jupiter is co-ruler of the house that has Scorpio on
the cusp.

jupiter
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to your Jupiter?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

*Jupiter rules expansion,
exploration, optimism, the
big picture, and
opportunities. 

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what the Jupiter rules, the house it resides in,
and the house(s) in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting your natal
Jupiter?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Jupiter and brainstorm how
you can make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04
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What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to your natal
Saturn?

Which house in your natal chart does your Saturn
reside?

Which house(s) in your natal chart does your Saturn
rule?

Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile
(Taurus & Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries &
Leo), square (Virgo & Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio &
Capricorn; you can use them like squares and oppositions), and opposition
(Sagittarius). Saturn is the ruler of Capricorn so the house(s) your natal Saturn
rules is the house that has Capricorn on the cusp. If none of your houses have
Capricorn on the cusp, your Saturn is co-ruler of the house that has Sagittarius
on the cusp.

saturn
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to your Saturn?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

*Saturn rules your life lessons,
limitations, responsibilities,
goals, and authority. 

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what the Saturn rules, the house it resides in,
and the house(s) in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Saturn?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Saturn and brainstorm how you
can make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04
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What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to your natal
Uranus?

Which house in your natal chart does your Uranus
reside?

Which house(s) in your natal chart does your Uranus
rule?

Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile
(Taurus & Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries &
Leo), square (Virgo & Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio &
Capricorn; you can use them like squares and oppositions), and opposition
(Sagittarius). Uranus is the ruler of Aquarius so the house(s) your natal Uranus
rules is the house that has Aquarius on the cusp. If none of your houses have
Aquarius on the cusp, your Uranus is co-ruler of the house that has Capricorn on
the cusp.

uranus
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to your Uranus?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

*Uranus rules change, your
hopes and dreams for the
future, individuality, and the
unconventional. 

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what the Uranus rules, the house it resides in,
and the house(s) in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting your natal
Uranus?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Uranus and brainstorm how
you can make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04
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What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to your natal
Neptune?

Which house in your natal chart does your Neptune
reside?

Which house(s) in your natal chart does your Neptune
rule?

Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile
(Taurus & Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries &
Leo), square (Virgo & Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio &
Capricorn; you can use them like squares and oppositions), and opposition
(Sagittarius). Neptune is the ruler of Pisces so the house(s) your natal Neptune
rules is the house that has Pisces on the cusp. If none of your houses have
Pisces on the cusp, your Neptune is co-ruler of the house that has Aquarius on
the cusp.

neptune
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to your Neptune?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

*Neptune rules your
spirituality, imagination,
intuition, empathy, and
subconscious.

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what the Neptune rules, the house it resides
in, and the house(s) in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting your natal
Neptune?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Neptune and brainstorm how
you can make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04
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What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to your natal
Pluto?

Which house in your natal chart does your Pluto reside?

Which house(s) in your natal chart does your Pluto
rule?

Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile
(Taurus & Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries &
Leo), square (Virgo & Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio &
Capricorn; you can use them like squares and oppositions), and opposition
(Sagittarius). Pluto is the ruler of Scorpio so the house(s) your natal Pluto rules
is the house that has Scorpio on the cusp. If none of your houses have Scorpio
on the cusp, your Pluto is co-ruler of the house that has Libra on the cusp.

pluto
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to your Pluto?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

*Pluto rules power, control,
transformation, passion,
research, and what you hold
deep inside.

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what the Pluto rules, the house it resides in,
and the house(s) in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Pluto?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting your natal Pluto and brainstorm how you
can make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04



Which body is this?

Which Zodiac sign and house does this body reside in
your natal chart?

What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to this
body?
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Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile
(Taurus & Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries & Leo),
square (Virgo & Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio & Capricorn;
you can use them like squares and oppositions), and opposition (Sagittarius). 

extras
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to this body?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what this body rules and the house it resides
in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting this body?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting this body and brainstorm how you can
make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04



Which body is this?

Which Zodiac sign and house does this body reside in
your natal chart?

What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to this
body?
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Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile
(Taurus & Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries & Leo),
square (Virgo & Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio & Capricorn;
you can use them like squares and oppositions), and opposition (Sagittarius). 

extras
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to this body?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what this body rules and the house it resides
in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting this body?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting this body and brainstorm how you can
make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04



Which body is this?

Which Zodiac sign and house does this body reside in
your natal chart?

What aspect does Jupiter in Gemini make to this
body?
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Notes: The aspects for Jupiter in Gemini are conjunction (Gemini), semisextile
(Taurus & Cancer; you can use them like sextiles and trines), sextile (Aries & Leo),
square (Virgo & Pisces), trine (Libra & Aquarius), quincunx (Scorpio & Capricorn;
you can use them like squares and oppositions), and opposition (Sagittarius). 

extras
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When will Jupiter make this aspect to this body?
*see lesson 6 of the e-textbook

Note areas of life that may be impacted by what this body rules and the house it resides
in rules in your natal chart:



What potential developments could occur related to Jupiter aspecting this body?

How can you prepare now to make this positive and beneficial?
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Set beneficial goals related to Jupiter aspecting this body and brainstorm how you can
make this happen:

GOAL 01

GOAL 02

GOAL 03

GOAL 04
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Additional notes:
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Additional notes:
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Additional notes:
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